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All the kitchen secrets, techniques, recipes, and
inspiration you need to craft transcendent cocktails,
from essential, canonical classics to imaginative allnew creations from America's Test Kitchen. Cocktail
making is part art and part science--just like cooking.
The first-ever cocktail book from America's Test
Kitchen brings our objective, kitchen-tested and
-perfected approach to the craft of making cocktails.
You always want your cocktail to be something
special--whether you're in the mood for a simple
Negroni, a properly muddled Caipirinha, or a big
batch of Margaritas or Bloody Marys with friends.
After rigorous recipe testing, we're able to reveal not
only the ideal ingredient proportions and best mixing
technique for each drink, but also how to make
homemade tonic for your Gin and Tonic, and
homemade sweet vermouth and cocktail cherries for
your Manhattan. And you can't simply quadruple any
Margarita recipe and have it turn out right for your
group of guests--to serve a crowd, the proportions
must change. You can always elevate that big-batch
Margarita, though, with our Citrus Rim Salt or
Sriracha Rim Salt. How to Cocktail offers 150
recipes that range from classic cocktails to new
America's Test Kitchen originals. Our two DIY
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chapters offer streamlined recipes for making
superior versions of cocktail cherries, cocktail
onions, flavored syrups, rim salts and sugars, bitters,
vermouths, liqueurs, and more. And the final chapter
includes a dozen of our test cooks' favorite cocktailhour snacks. All along the way, we solve practical
challenges for the home cook, including how to
make an array of cocktails without having to buy lots
of expensive bottles, how to use a Boston shaker,
what kinds of ice are best and how to make them,
and much more.
From the influence of 1920s fashion on asparagus
growers to an heirloom watermelon lost and found,
Taste the State abounds with surprising stories from
South Carolina's singularly rich food tradition. Here,
Kevin Mitchell and David S. Shields present
engaging profiles of eighty-two of the state's most
distinctive ingredients, such as Carolina Gold rice,
Sea Island White Flint corn, and the cone-shaped
Charleston Wakefield cabbage, and signature
dishes, such as shrimp and grits, chicken bog, okra
soup, Frogmore stew, and crab rice. These portraits,
illustrated with original photographs and historical
drawings, provide origin stories and tales of kitchen
creativity and agricultural innovation; historical
receipts and modern recipes, including Chef
Mitchell's distillation of traditions in Hoppin' John
fritters, okra and crab stew, and more. Because
Carolina cookery combines ingredients and cooking
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techniques of three greatly divergent cultural
traditions, there is more than a little novelty and
variety in the food. In Taste the State Mitchell and
Shields celebrate the contributions of Native
Americans (hominy grits, squashes, and beans), the
Gullah Geechee (field peas, okra, guinea squash,
rice, and sorghum), and European settlers (garden
vegetables, grains, pigs, and cattle) in the mixture of
ingredients and techniques that would become
Carolina cooking. They also explore the specialties
of every region--the famous rice and seafood dishes
of the lowcountry; the Pee Dee's catfish and
pinebark stews; the smothered cabbage, pumpkin
chips, and mustard-based barbecue of the Dutch
Fork and Orangeburg; the red chicken stew of the
midlands; and the chestnuts, chinquapins, and corn
bread recipes of mountain upstate. Taste the State
presents the cultural histories of native ingredients
and showcases the evolution of the dishes and the
variety of preparations that have emerged. Here you
will find true Carolina cooking in all of its cultural
depth, historical vividness, and sumptuous
splendor--from the plain home cooking of sweet
potato pone to Lady Baltimore cake worthy of a
Charleston society banquet.
While each region of the South has its own unique
flavor, modern Southern cooking has one thing in
common: attitude. So-called new Southern has taken
the culinary world by storm, mixing the standards of
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traditional Southern with current ingedients and
flavors that embody world cuisines. At his Seviche
restaurant in Louisville, Kentucky, Anthony Lamas
marries his Latin roots with the best ingredients of
the South, creating innovative Southern dishes with
plenty of personality. Here you'll find Neuvo Latino
Shrimp and Grits, Apple and Bourbon Pecan Bread
Pudding, Indiana Sweet Corn and Country Ham
Chowder, and Macadamia Crusted Striped Bass with
Red Chile Bluegrass Soy Butter. Anthony's food
reflects his life's experiences, from his Latin heritage
to the street vendors of Los Angeles, life on a farm
as a young boy, culinary training in southern
California, and the cuisine of the South after he
moved to Kentucky. Anthony calls his style of
cooking modern Southern that reflects the flavors of
his life. In this first cookbook, Southern Heat,
Anthony's pride in being part of the largest American
regional food movement is evident. His appreciation
for his heritage, mentors and local farmers, his
dedication to using sustainable ingredients, and his
passion for layering flavors to achieve the perfect
balance between brightness, citrus, acidity, heat and
spice is conveyed through stories and tips as well as
through stunning photography that sets the
foundation for the more than 125 inspired recipes.
“Raw emotion, nonstop action, and relentless pacing
makes Backlash another one-night read from Brad
Thor, who delivers the book to beat in 2019.” —The
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Real Book Spy #1 New York Times, #1 Wall Street
Journal, and #1 Publishers Weekly bestselling
author Brad Thor is back with his most gripping
thriller yet! In ancient texts, there are stories about
men who struck from the shadows, seemingly
beyond the reach of death itself. These men were
considered part angel, part demon. Their loyalty was
to their families, their friends, and their kings. You
crossed these men at your peril. And once crossed,
there was no crossing back. They were fearless;
men of honor who have been known throughout
history by different names: Spartan, Viking, Samurai.
Today, men like these still strike from the shadows.
They are highly prized intelligence agents, military
operatives, and assassins. One man is all three. Two
days ago, that man was crossed—badly. Now, far
from home and surrounded by his enemy, Scot
Harvath must battle his way out. With no support, no
cavalry coming, and no one even aware of where he
is, it will take everything he has ever learned to
survive. But survival isn’t enough. Harvath wants
revenge. In the most explosive novel Brad Thor has
ever written, page after captivating page of action,
intrigue, loyalty, and betrayal will keep you hooked
until the very last sentence.
"The world has been waiting for this book." —Jeffrey
Morganthaler, author of The Bar Book and Drinking
Distilled In Bourbon Curious: A Tasting Guide for the
Savvy Drinker, award-winning whiskey writer and
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Wall Street Journal best-selling author Fred Minnick
creates an easy-to-read interactive tasting journey
that helps you select barrel-aged bourbons based on
your flavor preferences. Using the same tasting
principles he offers in his Kentucky Derby Museum
classes and as a judge at the San Francisco World
Spirits Competition, Minnick cuts to the chase,
dismissing brand marketing and judging only the
flavor of this all-American whiskey. Bourbon Curious
groups bourbon into four main flavor profiles—grain,
nutmeg, caramel, and cinnamon. While many
bourbons boast all four flavor notes, one delicious
sensation typically overpowers the rest. This book
reveals more than 50 bourbon brands' predominate
tastes and suggests cocktail recipes to complement
them. In addition, Minnick spends some time busting
bourbon's myths; unraveling its mysteries; and
exploring distiller secrets, disclosing the recipes you
won't find on a bottle's label. This updated edition
contains all the best new bourbons and revised
tasting notes on any bourbons that have undergone
a substantial change since the original edition. And
like good-tasting bourbon, Bourbon Curious is
approachable to all!
Thanks to industry guru Jim Murray and his
internationally acclaimed annual Whisky Bible, the
Japanese are now running out of their own single
malt and people have fought in Toronto liquor stores
to grab the last bottle of his World Whisky of the
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Year. Rye, Irish Pot Still, and Bourbon have all seen
a massive resurgence in recent years not least
thanks to the visionary campaigning of the world's
first-ever full time professional whisky writer. Murray
has tasted nearly 20,000 different whiskies for the
Whisky Bible since it first hit the shelves in 2003. For
this 2021 edition, he reflects on over another 1,200.
The 4,700 whiskies included in this 2021 edition
range from Scottish Single malts to Australian; from
Canadian to Austrian. The whiskies from over 30
different countries are included and evaluated in his
forthright, honest, amusing, fiercely independent,
and non-pretentious style.
Revised and Updated. Whisky is one of the world’s
most revered spirits, with connoisseurs spending a
great deal of money and time on the appreciation of
rare expressions and limited edition bottles. In
addition, many whisky connoisseurs travel direct to
the source to see and experience the world’s best
distilleries at first hand. Since the publication of the
first edition in 2010, many changes have occurred in
the world of whisky which are fully explored in this
completely new edition. Over 200 of the 750
whiskies are updated, along with over 20 of the 38
features to reflect the ‘new world of whisky’, from
the growing US single malt craft distillery movement
(including Balcones in Texas), Japan
(Yoichi),Taiwan (Kavalan), India (Paul John),
Australia (Overeem), France (Warengem) and
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Sweden (Mackmyra, Spirit of Hven). Aimed at
beginners as well as connoisseurs, the book
encompasses everything you need to know to
increase your appreciation of this complex and
fascinating spirit. Iconic distilleries such as
Lagavulin, Highland Park and Glenrothes in Scotland
are fully explored alongside the bourbon innovators
of Kentucky such as Woodford Reserve and
Maker’s Mark. From global brands to tiny craft
distillers, this book offers a comprehensive overview
of the best dram the world over.
The instant New York Times bestseller! From one of
America's most beloved sportswriters and the
bestselling author of Pappyland, a collection of true
stories about the dream of greatness and its cost in
the world of sports. "Wright Thompson's stories are
so full of rich characters, bad actors, heroes, drama,
suffering, courage, conflict, and vivid detail that I
sometimes thinks he's working my side of the street the world of fiction." - John Grisham There is only
one Wright Thompson. He is, as they say, famous if
you know who he is: his work includes the most read
articles in the history of ESPN (and it's not even
close) and has been anthologized in the Best
American Sports Writing series ten times, and he
counts John Grisham and Richard Ford among his
ardent admirers (see back of book). But to say his
pieces are about sports, while true as far as it goes,
is like saying Larry McMurtry's Lonesome Dove is a
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book about a cattle drive. Wright Thompson figures
people out. He jimmies the lock to the furnaces
inside the people he profiles and does an analysis of
the fuel that fires their ambition. Whether it be
Michael Jordan or Tiger Woods or Pat Riley or
Urban Meyer, he strips the away the self-serving
myths and fantasies to reveal his characters in full.
There are fascinating common denominators: it may
not be the case that every single great performer or
coach had a complex relationship with his father, but
it can sure seem that way. And there is much
marvelous local knowledge: about specific sports,
and times and places, and people. Ludicrously
entertaining and often powerfully moving, The Cost
of These Dreams is an ode to the reporter's art, and
a celebration of true greatness and the high price
that it exacts.
A new generation of urban bootleggers is distilling
whiskey at home, and cocktail enthusiasts have
embraced the nuances of brown liquors. Written by
the founders of Kings County Distillery, New York
City’s first distillery since Prohibition, this spirited
illustrated book explores America’s age-old love
affair with whiskey. It begins with chapters on
whiskey’s history and culture from 1640 to today,
when the DIY trend and the classic cocktail craze
have conspired to make it the next big thing. For
those thirsty for practical information, the book next
provides a detailed, easy-to-follow guide to safe
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home distilling, complete with a list of supplies, stepby-step instructions, and helpful pictures, anecdotes,
and tips. The final section focuses on the
contemporary whiskey scene, featuring a list of
microdistillers, cocktail and food recipes from the
country’s hottest mixologists and chefs, and an
opinionated guide to building your own whiskey
collection. Praise for The Kings County Distillery
Guide to Urban Moonshining: “The moonshining
world is notoriously full of orally-perpetuated
misinformation and the legitimate whiskey industry is
full of marketing lies and half-truths; Spoelman and
Haskell have thankfully defied those traditions and
released an educational book of honesty and
transparency.” —Serious Eats
Shortly after graduating from University of Glasgow
in 1934, Elizabeth “Bessie” Williamson began
working as a temporary secretary at the Laphroaig
Distillery on the Scottish island Islay. Williamson
quickly found herself joining the boys in the tasting
room, studying the distillation process, and winning
them over with her knowledge of Scottish whisky.
After the owner of Laphroaig passed away,
Williamson took over the prestigious company and
became the American spokesperson for the entire
Scotch whisky industry. Impressing clients and
showing her passion as the Scotch Whisky
Association’s trade ambassador, she soon gained
fame within the industry, becoming known as the
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greatest female distiller. Whiskey Women tells the
tales of women who have created this industry, from
Mesopotamia’s first beer brewers and distillers to
America’s rough-and-tough bootleggers during
Prohibition. Women have long distilled, marketed,
and owned significant shares in spirits companies.
Williamson’s story is one of many among the
influential women who changed the Scotch whisky
industry as well as influenced the American bourbon
whiskey and Irish whiskey markets. Until now their
stories have remained untold.
PappylandA Story of Family, Fine Bourbon, and the
Things That LastPenguin
Winner of the André Simon John Avery award 'This
book is incredible' - Alex Kratena An in-depth,
personal journey around Japan's whisky distilleries.
Award-winning author and Japanese whisky expert,
Dave Broom, tells their story and unveils the
philosophy that lies behind this fascinating whisky
culture, and how it relates to many Japanese
concepts. Dave looks at the history and output of
each distillery, considering the elements that make
that particular whisky what it is, and including tasting
notes. Features on aspects of Japanese life and
culture that are crucial to a wider understanding,
from the importance of the seasons to the role of
craftsmanship, add to the picture. And interwoven
throughout the book is the fascinating narrative of
the journey across Japan which Dave made with
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photographer Kohei Take, offering further insight into
the country which creates this wonderful drink and
making this a must-have edition for any whisky lover,
whisky drinker, whisky collector or Japanophile.
In today's whisky world full of hype and marketing
jargon, The Whisky Cabinet navigates straight to the
centre of what really matters: enjoying some of the
most delicious whisky in the world. Jargon-free, this
is the complete guide for the whisky enthusiast. Not
one to shy away from controversy, whisky insider
Mark Bylok writes about the changing whisky world
including covering such topics as the debate over
mash bill recipes, the trend of moving away from age
statements and shining a light on the meaning
behind marketing labels. Learn about the diverse
world of whisky with recommendations from the
United States, Canada, Japan, Ireland, India, and
South Africa. Over 80 distilleries are reviewed, and
hundreds of affordable and available whisky
recommendations are provided to help grow the
reader's whisky selection.
From David Chang, currently the hottest chef in the
culinary world, comes this his first book, written with
New York Times food critic Peter Meehan, packed
full of ingeniously creative recipes. Already a
sensational world star, Chang produces a buzzing
fusion of Korean/Asian and Western cuisine,
creating a style of food which defies easy
categorisation. That it is fantastic, there is no doubt,
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and that it is eminently cookable, there is also no
doubt! In the words of Chang himself, it is‚ 'bad
pseudo-fusion cuisine'! The vibrant, urban feel of the
book is teamed perfectly with clear and insightful
writing that is both witty and accessible. Backed by
undeniably informed technique and a clearly
passionate advocation of cutting-edge fusion
cooking, Chang's Momofuku is a stunning, no-holds
barred, debut.
The story of Wild Turkey is in many ways the story of
bourbon itself. From the struggles of nineteenthcentury immigrants, to the triumphs of the longesttenured master distiller in the world, a bold, uniquely
American spirit emerges. American Spirit: Wild
Turkey Bourbon from Ripy to Russell is a tribute to
the perseverance of two families, each perfecting
their passion through extraordinary circumstances.
It's a testament to Jimmy Russell and his sixty-five
years of unmatched dedication to quality. And much
like a glass of fine bourbon, it's a journey - a
personal reflection on something carefully crafted
over time. This book is a love letter to Wild Turkey
that all bourbon enthusiasts can raise a glass to and
enjoy.
Please note that the content of this book primarily
consists of articles available from Wikipedia or other
free sources online. Pages: 47. Chapters: List of
whisky brands, Jim Beam, Kentucky Bourbon
Distillers, Maker's Mark, Elijah Craig, Willett Pot Still
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Reserve, Wild Turkey, Old Crow, Old Forester,
Buffalo Trace Distillery, Woodford Reserve,
Seagram's Distillery, Heaven Hill, Pappy Van
Winkle's Family Reserve, Knob Creek, Four Roses,
Basil Hayden's, Sazerac Company, A. Smith
Bowman Distillery, Blanton's, Early Times, Glenmore
Distillery Company, Eagle Rare, Kentucky Bourbon
Trail, Rebel Yell, C.L. Appelgate and Company,
Virginia Gentleman, Bulleit Bourbon, William Larue
Weller, Old Grand-Dad, Single barrel whiskey, Ten
High, Evan Williams, Yellowstone, Old Charter, Sour
mash, Ezra Brooks Kentucky Bourbon Whiskey, Old
Ezra 101, Kentucky Tavern, Small batch whiskey,
Sam Cougar, Old Taylor, Old Fitzgerald, McAfee's
Benchmark, J.T.S. Brown, 1792, Booker's, Fighting
Cock bourbon, Johnny Drum, George T. Stagg,
James C. Crow, Rowan's Creek, Old Heaven Hill,
Henry McKenna, Very Old Barton, Russell's
Reserve, Schenley Industries, Old Rip Van Winkle,
Noah's Mill, Bourbon ball, Labrot & Graham's Old
Oscar Pepper Distillery, Ancient Age, Vintage
Bourbon, Yellowstone Bourbon, Cabin Still,
Kentucky Gentleman, Hancock's President's
Reserve, Rock Hill Farms Single-Barrel, Bernheim
Original, Prichard's Tennessee Whiskey, W.A.
Gaines and Company. Excerpt: (The distilleries
shown in bold type permit visits by the public. All
locations are in Kentucky unless otherwise
indicated.) Fortune Brands distilleries: Four Roses
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Distillery (Kirin Brewery Company),
LawrenceburgHeaven Hill Bernheim Distillery,
Louisville (company headquarters and visitors center
are in Bardstown)Sazerac Company distilleries: Wild
Turkey Distillery (Campari Group), Lawrenceburg
(listed alphabetically by brand ownership, name of
distillery and brand owner if different, distillery
location in Kentucky, style...
Hacking Whiskey is the opposite of stuffy, preachy
books on how to drink whiskey "the right way." Aaron
Goldfarb, the writer behind the most googled article
about infinity bottles, has gathered all the whiskey
hacks to help readers turn average whiskey into a
better-tasting spirit, and have fun while doing it.
The founders and award-winning distillers of Kings
County Distillery follow up their successful Guide to
Urban Moonshining with an extensive history of the
figures who distilled American spirits. Dead Distillers
is a spirited portrait of the unusual and storied origins
of forgotten drunkenness. The book presents fifty
fascinating—and sometimes morbid—biographies from
this historic trade’s bygone days, including farmers,
scientists, oligarchs, criminals, and the occasional
US president. Readers may be surprised to find the
names George Washington, Henry Frick, or Andrew
Mellon alongside the usual suspects long associated
with booze—Jasper “Jack” Daniel, Jim Beam, and
Julian “Pappy” Van Winkle. From the Whiskey
Rebellion to Prohibition to the recent revival of craft
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spirits, the history of whiskey, moonshine, and other
spirits remains an important part of Americana.
Featuring historical photos, infographics, walkingtour maps, and noteworthy vintage newspaper
clippings, Dead Distillers is a rich visual and textual
reference to a key piece of American history.
Like wine lovers who dream of traveling to Bordeaux
or beer enthusiasts with visions of the breweries of
Belgium, bourbon lovers plan their pilgrimages to
Kentucky. Some of the most famous distilleries are
tucked away in the scenic Bluegrass region, which is
home to nearly seventy distilleries and responsible
for 95 percent of all of America's bourbon production.
Locals and tourists alike continue to seek out the
world's finest whiskeys in Kentucky as interest in
America's only native spirit continues to grow. In
Kentucky Bourbon Country, now in its third edition,
Susan Reigler offers updated, essential information
and practical advice to anyone considering a trip to
the state's distilleries (including the state's booming
craft distillery sector) or the restaurants and bars on
the Urban Bourbon Trail. Featuring more than two
hundred full-color photographs and a bourbon
glossary, the book is organized by region and
provides valuable details about the Bluegrass -including attractions near each distillery and notes
on restaurants, lodging, shopping, and seasonal
events in Kentucky's beautiful historic towns. In
addition to providing knowledge about each point of
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interest, Kentucky Bourbon Country weaves in littleknown facts about the region's best-kept secrets,
such as the historic distillery used as a set in the
movie Stripes and the fates of used bourbon barrels.
Whether you're interested in visiting the place where
your favorite bourbon is made or hoping to discover
exciting new varieties, this handy and practical guide
is the key to enjoying the best of bourbon.
Now in it's 15th year. Jim Murray's Whisky Bible is
the most comprehensive and thoroughly researched
guide to whisky ever produced. Honest, forthright
and funny - Jim Murray has tasted, evaluated and
rated over 4,700 whiskies. More than a half a million
copies sold.
In Ten Cocktails, The Times drinks columnist Alice
Lascelles uses ten of her favourite cocktails to distil
the stories, recipes and tips she has amassed in
more than a decade in pursuit of the mixed drink.
Join her as she dodges the washing lines of
backstreet Havana in search of the perfect Daiquiri,
scours the cocktail bars of Tokyo for the world's best
ice carvers, harvests juniper in the hills of Umbria,
goes sipping Sazeracs in New Orleans and unearths
the mixological secrets of The Savoy. What makes a
G&T glow in the dark? Who threw the world's first
cocktail party? Why does a Bloody Mary taste best
at 35,000 feet? And what's the key to opening
champagne with a sword? By the time you finish Ten
Cocktails you will have the answers to these
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questions and many more, as well as an armoury of
cocktail recipes for every occasion, from convivial
party-starters and lip-smacking sours to slow-stirred
whiskey drinks and indulgent nightcaps. Whether
you've just forked out for your first shaker, or you've
got your Martini mixing down to a tee, this book will
have you thirsting to try new things come 6 o'clock.
NEW YORK TIMES AND USA TODAY
BESTSELLING AUTHOR The fourth thriller in the
“so powerful, so pulse-pounding, so well-written”
(Brad Thor, #1 New York Times bestselling author)
Terminal List series follows former Navy SEAL
James Reece as he is entrusted with a top-secret
CIA mission of retribution twenty years in the
making. It’s been twenty years since 9/11. Two
decades since the United States was attacked on
home soil and embarked on twenty years of war.
The enemy has been patient, learning, and adapting.
And the enemy is ready to strike again. A new
president offers hope to a country weary of conflict.
He’s a young, popular, self-made visionary…but
he’s also a man with a secret. Halfway across the
globe a regional superpower struggles with
sanctions imposed by the Great Satan and her
European allies, a country whose ancient religion
spawned a group of ruthless assassins. Faced with
internal dissent and extrajudicial targeted killings by
the United States and Israel, the Supreme Leader
puts a plan in motion to defeat the most powerful
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nation on earth. Meanwhile, in a classified facility five
stories underground, a young PhD student has
gained access to a level of bioweapons known only
to a select number of officials. A second-generation
agent, he has been assigned a mission that will bring
his adopted homeland to its knees. With Jack Carr’s
signature “absolutely intense” (Chuck Norris) writing
and “gripping authenticity” (The Real Book Spy),
The Devil’s Hand is a riveting and timely thriller that
will leave you gasping for breath.
1001 Whiskies You Must Try Before You Die takes
you on a fascinating global whisky tour - from
Scotland and Ireland through North America, Japan,
India, and the rest of the world, providing insight into
the 1001 best and most exciting whiskies ever made.
Fully updated for 2017, this is an invaluable resource
for whisky afficionados everywhere This
comprehensive and throughly-researched guide
explores the traditional tipple's incredible diversity,
introduces you to the host of often new, and
sometimes rare finds, and is sure to enhance your
appreciation and enjoyment of the drink in all its
forms. A unique and inspirational guide to the
mouthwatering world of whisky.
Please note that the content of this book primarily
consists of articles available from Wikipedia or other
free sources online. Pages: 62. Chapters: Bourbon
whiskey, Tennessee whiskey, List of whisky brands,
Jim Beam, Jack Daniel's, Kentucky Bourbon
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Distillers, Maker's Mark, Elijah Craig, Willett Pot Still
Reserve, Wild Turkey, Old Crow, Old Forester,
Buffalo Trace Distillery, Conecuh Ridge Whiskey,
Leopold Bros., Woodford Reserve, Seagram's
Distillery, Heaven Hill, George Dickel, Pappy Van
Winkle's Family Reserve, Knob Creek, Four Roses,
C. Person's Sons, Basil Hayden's, Bomberger's
Distillery, Sazerac Company, A. Smith Bowman
Distillery, Blanton's, Early Times, Lincoln County
Process, Old Thompson, Bottled in bond, Glenmore
Distillery Company, Eagle Rare, Kentucky Bourbon
Trail, Nelson's Greenbrier Distillery, Rebel Yell, C.L.
Appelgate and Company, Virginia Gentleman, Bulleit
Bourbon, William Larue Weller, Old Mr. Boston, Old
Grand-Dad, Single barrel whiskey, Ten High, Evan
Williams, Yellowstone, Heaven Hill Kentucky
Whiskey, Gentleman Jack, Old Charter, Jeremiah
Weed, Stranahan's Colorado Whiskey, Sour mash,
Ezra Brooks Kentucky Bourbon Whiskey,
McCormick Distilling Company, Old Ezra 101,
Kentucky Tavern, Small batch whiskey, Sam
Cougar, Old Taylor, Old Fitzgerald, McAfee's
Benchmark, J.T.S. Brown, 1792, Seagram's Seven
Crown, Booker's, Farrar Distillery, Fighting Cock
bourbon, Johnny Drum, George T. Stagg, James C.
Crow, Rowan's Creek, Kessler's, Old Heaven Hill,
Henry McKenna, Calvert Extra, Very Old Barton,
Russell's Reserve, Beam's Eight Star, Ancient Age,
Schenley Industries, Old Rip Van Winkle, Noah's
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Mill, Barton Premium Blend, Bourbon ball, Labrot &
Graham's Old Oscar Pepper Distillery, Vintage
Bourbon, Yellowstone Bourbon, Kessler Whiskey,
McCarthy's Single Malt, Kentucky Deluxe, Cabin
Still, Kentucky Gentleman, Hancock's President's
Reserve, Rock Hill Farms Single-Barrel, Bernheim
Original, Prichard's Tennessee Whiskey, W.A.
Gaines and Company....
This ultimate guide to Scotch whisky offers an insider's look
into one of the world's beloved spirits--its history, production,
and traditions--along with tasting notes for more than 200
common bottlings. "Scotch whisky [has an] uncanny ability to
transform a mundane moment into something special and
memorable." --Margarett Waterbury Scotch whisky is beloved
around the world. But for the uninitiated, its diversity can be
bewildering. This comprehensive guide to Scotch whisky
history, production, and appreciation will help you navigate
the world of Scotch with confidence. Along with an overview
of its intricate production process and tips for visiting your
favorite distillery, Scotch features profiles of more than 200
whiskies, from popular blends to coveted single malts, with a
special focus on bottles you're likely to find with ease. You'll
also find recommendations for matching the right whisky to
the right occasion, from great values for everyday imbibing, to
worth-the-splurge options for marking life's biggest moments.
Whether you're a whisky newbie, a die-hard fan, or simply
malt-curious, Scotch will be your go-to resource for
demystifying the greatest of whiskies.
Once and for all, America learns the likely inventor of its
beloved bourbon. Bourbon is not just alcohol -- this ambercolored drink is deeply ingrained in American culture and
tangled in American history. From the early days of raw corn
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liquor to the myriad distilleries that have proliferated around
the country today, bourbon has come to symbolize America.
In "Bourbon: The Rise, Fall, and Rebirth of an American
Whiskey, " award-winning whiskey author Fred Minnick traces
bourbon's entire history, from the 1700s with Irish, Scottish,
and French settlers setting up stills and making distilled spirits
in the New World through today's booming resurgence. He
also lays out in expert detail the critical role this spirit has
played throughout the cultural and even political history of the
nation -- from Congress passing whiskey-protection laws to
consumers standing in long lines just for a glimpse of a rare
bottle of Pappy Van Winkle -- complemented by more than
100 illustrations and photos. And most importantly, Minnick
explores the mystery of who most likely created the sweet
corn liquor we now know as bourbon. He studies the men
who've been championed as its inventors over time -- from
Daniel Boone's cousin to Baptist minister Elijah Craig -- and,
based on new research and never-before-seen
documentation, answers the question of who deserves the
credit.
Navy SEAL turned covert Homeland Security operative Scot
Harvath must race to locate an ancient secret that has the
power to stop militant Islam dead in its tracks.
How bourbon came to be, and why it’s experiencing such a
revival today Unraveling the many myths and misconceptions
surrounding America’s most iconic spirit, Bourbon Empire
traces a history that spans frontier rebellion, Gilded Age
corruption, and the magic of Madison Avenue. Whiskey has
profoundly influenced America’s political, economic, and
cultural destiny, just as those same factors have inspired the
evolution and unique flavor of the whiskey itself. Taking
readers behind the curtain of an enchanting—and sometimes
exasperating—industry, the work of writer Reid Mitenbuler
crackles with attitude and commentary about taste, choice,
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and history. Few products better embody the United States,
or American business, than bourbon. A tale of innovation,
success, downfall, and resurrection, Bourbon Empire is an
exploration of the spirit in all its unique forms, creating an
indelible portrait of both bourbon and the people who make it.
Saving Kentucky is about preserving not only land and
historic property, but also a way of life. It tells the stories of an
eclectic group of Kentuckians, both in their own words and
through the extraordinary photographs of Thomas Hart
Shelby. From tenant farmers to urban revivalists, they have
one thing in common: a deep connection to their heritage and
a fierce determination to preserve it for future generations.
This is the most comprehensive and thoroughly researched
guide to the world’s whiskies ever produced. Honest,
forthright and proudly independent, Jim Murray has, for this
17th edition, tasted and rated over 4,500 whiskies, shedding
light on more than 1,800 Scottish single malts, nearly 400
blended Scotches and in excess of 900 American whiskies.
Jim Murray’s Whisky Bible provides an unrivalled and
invaluable source of reference to the consumer, the whisky
industry and the drinks trade alike. In terms of whisky, this is
the gospel!
Discover and explore every type of whisky, from the classic
single and smooth blended malts of Scotland, to the lesserknown corn and rye whiskies appearing on the scene.
Featuring 500 whiskies from 23 countries, Great Whiskiesis
the perfect guide to today's global whisky market. Are you in
search of the Islay malt that offers the peatiest finish, or
curious to know which Japanese blend combines notes of
pineapple and oak? Each whisky-producing region has been
covered by a specialist, with detailed tasting notes to help you
choose your ideal tipple. Find out the stories behind long
established whisky brands, such as Johnnie Walker, The
Dalmore, or Oban, and surprise yourself with new, artisan
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distilleries taking the whisky world by storm. Take a guided
tour along five whisky trails, covering the classic whiskyproducing regions of Scotland, Japan, Kentucky, and more complete with handy tips for distillery tours and
accommodation to help you plan your ideal trip. With
essential tasting notes and distillery information about each of
the 500+ whiskies, as well as 24 brand new whiskies
exclusive to this edition, Great Whiskiesis your
comprehensive and accessible resource, all distilled into one
travel-friendly pocket guide.
Learn about one of the most impactful distilleries in American
history in this comprehensive tale Buffalo, Barrels, & Bourbon
tells the fascinating tale of the Buffalo Trace Distillery, from
the time of the earliest explorations of Kentucky to the
present day. Author and award-winning spirits expert F. Paul
Pacult takes readers on a journey through history that covers
the American Revolutionary War, U.S Civil War, two World
Wars, Prohibition, and the Great Depression. Buffalo, Barrels,
& Bourbon covers the pedigree and provenance of the
Buffalo Trace Distillery: The larger-than-life personalities that
over a century and a half made Buffalo Trace Distillery what it
is today Detailed accounts on how many of the distillery’s
award-winning and world-famous brands were created The
impact of world events, including multiple depressions,
weather-related events, and major conflicts, on the distillery
Belonging on the shelf of anyone with an interest in American
spirits and history, Buffalo, Barrels, & Bourbon is a compelling
must-read.

Kate Hopkins knew there had to be more to whiskey
than using it as a mixer. She had an unquenchable
thirst to learn more about "the drink" and set out on
an ambitious itinerary researching its history.
Combining comprehensive research with informal
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narrative, Hopkins entertains and educates the
readers on whiskey's place in the history of the
world. She visited historians and pub owners, went
to distilleries owned by corporations who sell
thousands of gallons per day, and artisans who sell
thousands of gallons per year, and interviewed the
aficionados and the common drinkers, because one
of the best aspects of whiskey is not just its taste,
but the stories about the drink that are told around
the bar. As an added bonus, she discusses the fine
art of distilling, the proper ways to drink whiskey, and
provides tasting notes on different brands, all in the
hope of discovering the best shot of the liquor.
An instant New York Times bestseller From the
bestselling author of The Cost of These Dreams The
story of how Julian Van Winkle III, the caretaker of
the most coveted cult Kentucky Bourbon whiskey in
the world, fought to protect his family's heritage and
preserve the taste of his forebears, in a world where
authenticity, like his product, is in very short supply.
As a journalist said of Pappy Van Winkle, "You could
call it bourbon, or you could call it a $5,000 bottle of
liquified, barrel-aged unobtanium." Julian Van
Winkle, the third-generation head of his family's
business, is now thought of as something like the
Buddha of Bourbon - Booze Yoda, as Wright
Thompson calls him. He is swarmed wherever he
goes, and people stand in long lines to get him to
sign their bottles of Pappy Van Winkle Family
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Reserve, the whiskey he created to honor his
grandfather, the founder of the family concern. A
bottle of the 23-year-old Pappy starts at $3000 on
the internet. As Julian is the first to say, things have
gone completely nuts. Forty years ago, Julian would
have laughed in astonishment if you'd told him what
lay ahead. He'd just stepped in to try to save the
business after his father had died, partly of
heartbreak, having been forced to sell the old
distillery in a brutal downturn in the market for
whiskey. Julian's grandfather had presided over a
magical kingdom of craft and connoisseurship, a
genteel outfit whose family ethos generated good will
throughout Kentucky and far beyond. There's always
a certain amount of romance to the marketing of
spirits, but Pappy's mission statement captured
something real: "We make fine bourbon - at a profit if
we can, at a loss if we must, but always fine
bourbon." But now the business had hit the
wilderness years, and Julian could only hang on for
dear life, stubbornly committed to preserving his
namesake's legacy or going down with the ship.
Then something like a miracle happened: it turned
out that hundreds of very special barrels of whiskey
from the Van Winkle family distillery had been saved
by the multinational conglomerate that bought it.
With no idea what they had, they offered to sell it to
Julian, who scrambled to beg and borrow the funds.
Now he could bottle a whiskey whose taste captured
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his family's legacy. The result would immediately be
hailed as the greatest whiskey in the world - and
would soon be the hardest to find. But now, those
old barrels were used up, and Julian Van Winkle
faced the challenge of his lifetime: how to preserve
the taste of Pappy, the taste of his family's heritage,
in a new age? The amazing Wright Thompson was
invited to be his wingman as he set about to try. The
result is an extraordinary testimony to the challenge
of living up to your legacy and the rewards that come
from knowing and honoring your people and your
craft. Wright learned those lessons from Julian as
they applied to the honest work of making a great
bourbon whiskey in Kentucky, but he couldn't help
applying them to his own craft, writing, and his
upbringing in Mississippi, as he and his wife
contemplated the birth of their first child. May we all
be lucky enough to find some of ourselves, as Wright
Thompson did, in Julian Van Winkle, and in
Pappyland.
Not every revolution requires an insurrection, and
not every renaissance begins in salons, galleries or
cloistered chambers. The cocktail seemed an
unlikely candidate to start either a revolution or a
renaissance, but somehow over the past decade, it
has managed to become the center of both. Today
the cocktail is celebrated at week-long conferences
and festivals that draw thousands. Taking cues from
a wider culinary movement that s been building
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steam for decades, craft-cocktail bars (and the
bartenders and writers who inhabit them) are digging
in the depths of the drink s rich history and apply
these fresh-taught lessons to new drinks,
appropriating techniques and skills acquired
everywhere from centuries-old handbooks. However,
as fascinating as today s artisan-driven or techsavvy craft-cocktail bars can be, there s also a need
for cocktail comfort food for exciting drinks that have
the benefit of being delicious, and that can be easily
prepared by non-professionals. From Paul Clarke,
the 2014 Best Cocktail & Spirits Writer and founder
of the groundbreaking spirits blog, The Cocktail
Chronicles, comes an approachable guide to the
cocktail renaissance thus far and as the name
implies a chronicle of the cocktails that have come
along the way. The Cocktail Chronicles is not a lab
manual for taking the cocktail experience to a
molecular level; nor is it an historical monograph
tracing the details of our forebears as they
developed and mixed the drinks we enjoy today.
Instead, The Cocktail Chronicles is a collection of
approachable, and easily replicable drinks that all
share the same thing: a common deliciousness and
a role -- both big and small -- in the ongoing and
thriving cocktail renaissance. This collection of
expertly curated recipes represent a photo album of
sorts snapshots of people encountered over the
years, with some close friends and family members
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depicted alongside a few dimly remembered
strangers. The Cocktail Chronicles believes cocktails
should be fun: it doesn t demand the purchase of a
new product for every recipe or require hours spent
preparing a single ingredient -- that is a sure way to
suck the joy right out of it. Life is complicated a good
drink doesn't have to be. To that end, The Cocktail
Chronicles has you covered."
A visually stunning illustrated guide to the history,
craft, and appreciation of Kentucky bourbon
Bourbon, we soon realized, was not just a good
drink. It was a drink with a story, from a place, with
an unbreakable tie to the people and the land that
produced it. Whiskey expert Clay Risen explores the
origins, history, and evolution of America’s distilling
craft and culture in this luxurious boxed set. From
boom to bust and back again, Risen tells the
engrossing story of Kentucky whiskey, using
interviews, photographs, and archival material to
illuminate the singular region where bourbon was
born. This meticulously researched book details how
bourbon is made, how best to enjoy it, and how to
build your own collection, along with profiles of the
distilleries and makers that form the landscape of
bourbon country.
A visual history of American whiskey, as told through
hundreds of whiskey bottle labels, from early, preProhibition-era days to the present. Just as wine is to
the French or beer is to the Germans,
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whiskey--especially bourbon and rye--is an integral
part of the history and culture of the United States.
The Art of American Whiskey traces the arc of this
beloved, renowned spirit--from its earliest days in the
Colonial era, through the Civil War, Prohibition,
Great Depression, and up to the current craftdistilling boom. Illustrated with 100 full-color modern
and historic labels from the most iconic bottles ever
made, The Art of American Whiskey is an instant
collectible and a fantastic gift for any whiskey
enthusiast or design lover. Captions, sidebars,
profiles and short histories tell the story of the
pioneers and places behind the labels, and each
chapter features era-appropriate recipes from all-star
bartenders and cocktail experts that will tickle any
tippler's fancy.
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